Lineages of Joseph
according to **Matthew** and **Luke**

- God
- Adam
- Seth
- Enos
- Noe
- Abraham
- Isaac
- Jacob
- Judas
- Phares
- Esrom
- Aram
- Aminadab
- Naasson
- Salmon
- Booz
- Obed
- Jesse
- David
- Solomon
- Nathan
- Mattatha
- Menan
- Melea
- Eliakim
- Jonan
- Joseph
- Judah
- Simeon
- Levi
- Matthat
- Jorim
- Eliezer
- Jose
- Er
- Manasses
- Cosam
- Addi
- Melchi
- Neri

- Salathiel
- Zorobabel
- Abiud
- Rhesa
- Joanna
- Juda
- Joseph
- Semei
- Mattathias
- Maath
- Nagge
- Esli
- Naum
- Amos
- Mattathias
- Joseph
- Janna
- Melchi
- Levi
- Matthat
- Heli
- Joseph
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Chart 8-6
Lineages of Joseph

Explanation

Chart 8-6 offers comparative stemma of the genealogy of Joseph, known as the legal father of Jesus, as differently depicted in the Gospels of Matthew and Luke. These genealogies serve different purposes: Matthew’s demonstrates the Abrahamic descent of Jesus as heir of David; Luke emphasizes that Jesus was the son of God through Adam. Accordingly, Matthew’s genealogy descends from Abraham, while Luke’s ascends from Jesus and Joseph to Adam and God. Since Luke includes the pre–Abrahamic era, his list of ancestors is much longer, seventy-seven names compared to forty-one in Matthew. However, even in the periods where names overlap, Luke lists fifty-six names to Matthew’s forty-one. From the time of David on, the genealogies are quite separate and intersect only on several occasions as is readily apparent with perusal of the chart.

This discrepancy has usually been explained by scholars in two ways. Some say that the lineage given by Matthew is that of Joseph, while the lineage found in Luke could be that of Mary. On the other hand, the more prevalent view among scholars today is that Matthew provides an official genealogy of the Davidic heir to which the names of Joseph and Jesus were attached. The parallel periods of fourteen names each, which Matthew is careful to point out, suggests something of the sort. By contrast, Luke’s account is held to reveal the actual ancestors of Joseph who, while being descendants of David, were not the actual heirs to the throne.
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